Script : AIIB opens for business: Pakistan and China push forward CPEC projects

0:00
as one of the founding members of the
0:01
aiib what do you expect to gain from
0:04
participating
0:05
well I believe a that China and Pakistan
0:10
the great friends and we sincerely
0:14
believe that China took a great
0:15
initiative for bike creating this bank
0:20
according to the report we need about
0:24
seventy percent of the board
0:25
infrastructure supply run supply in
0:29
order to catch up the infrastructure gap
0:31
what this region has reserved is the
0:33
rest of the world
0:34
china has you know set up something
0:37
which is going to be a great value
0:40
addition vis-a-vis infrastructure
0:42
development of this entire region if you
0:44
recall the the first round when mou was
0:48
signed they were only all 22 members but
0:51
when the articles of agreement was
0:53
signed few months later after
0:55
considerably process and it in a large
0:57
volume of work behind it

0:59
57 members of find articles agreement so
1:02
this is a great success in the great
1:05
beginning the president designated of
1:07
aib visited pakistani october last year
1:10
and he showed great interesting
1:12
financing a number of infrastructure
1:14
project any particular project for which
1:17
pakistan and I need of founding first of
1:20
all of you know we were happy and
1:22
grateful earth at the the president of
1:25
the Bank president Jim you know chose
1:29
Pakistan is the first countries to visit
1:31
President Xi of China and Primus
1:34
animosity have already entered into an
1:37
arrangement which is called the seatback
1:39
China bugs and common corridor projects
1:42
include energy projects Hydra projects
1:45
metro projects the development of water
1:49
sea port projects there's a huge
1:51
potential for this is not only for China
1:54
and Pakistan in terms of economic
1:57
development betterment of people of this
1:59
this region and the two countries more
2:02
job opportunities higher the gdp growth
2:04
but also it will add benefit to the all

2:08
neighboring countries

